makes this book as valuable a reference as it is a reflection of the diversity and fascination of contemporary Chinese film studies.
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Paul Clark teaches at the University of Auckland, New Zealand. His Youth Culture in China: From Red Guards to Netizens is due May 2012, following The Chinese While we usually attribute this shift to the development of infrastructure and the expansion of the civil service, we have thus far tended to be rather vague about the precise details of this elaborate system. In Transformative Journeys, Cong Ellen
Zhang seeks to bring the travel of Song scholar-officials (shidafu 士大夫), a new elite that emerged during this period (p. 4), into a much clearer focus, examining the role of the imperial government in mobilizing officials, the impact of travel on the identity and status of the travelers themselves, and the role of travel in the development of local history. She argues that "the Song state was instrumental in creating and maintaining an elite group of scholar-officials, " and that through travel, these men "strengthened their position as the country's political, social, and cultural leaders" (pp. 3-4).
Zhang's use of official sources is impressive. She draws extensively from the two wonderfully readable travel accounts to be sure, but also the two with which we are already the most familiar. 3 Nevertheless, students and specialists alike will find chapters 2-5, in which Zhang meticulously examines the regulations, transport, lodging, porters, guards, paperwork, rituals, and receptions associated with official travel, to be a significant and original contribution both to travel studies and to Song studies more generally. There is real depth to Zhang's examination of the practicalities involved in the movement of officials and the specific government offices involved. As well as official regulations, she draws on anecdotal writings such as Hong Mai's 洪邁 (1123-1202) Yijian zhi 夷堅志 (Record of the listener), detailing the intricacies not only of the documents required by officials before they were able to travel, but also of how these documents were produced: the silk used was manufactured exclusively for government use, partly to prevent forgery, and the quality of each document depended on the rank of the official (p. 71). In chapter 6, Zhang highlights the enormous financial burden placed on local officials who increasingly felt obliged to stage lavish welcome receptions for important new arrivals. Contemporary sources suggest that over time, these entertainment costs "spiraled out of control, " which many interpreted as a sign of moral decline (p. 148).
Regrettably, the potentially engaging final fifty pages of the book, dealing with "sightseeing and site making" and "elite travel, famous sites, and local history, " are not quite as useful as Zhang's previous chapters. She correctly notes that "the sites that attracted literati travelers had a vibrant human past, with which Song travelers passionately sought connection, " a significant shift from pre-Song writers who "were keen on meticulous description of the landscape and the expression of personal emotions" (pp. 154-155). Focusing on the "imaginary geography" of Huangzhou (Hubei), she discusses the spiritual communion that first Lu You and then Fan Chengda sought to establish with their famous predecessor Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037-1100) by visiting and writing about Red Cliff 赤壁 and East Slope 東坡, two sites to which Su would come to be inextricably linked in the literati imagination (pp. [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] . But this is hardly new ground, and it is doubtful that the observation that these cultural pilgrimages and subsequent efforts to maintain the Su Shi sites "enriched the local history of Huangzhou" (pp. 202-203) will do much to reconceptualize the field of travel literature studies.
In this context, too, the emphasis Zhang places throughout her study on the role of the central government begins to feel a little forced. It is certainly true that "the scholar-officials' itineraries were determined by their court assignments" and that, while on official business, these men enjoyed "unmatched privileges granted by the state" (p. 7). But is the fact that scholar-officials took their orders from the court the reason they "lingered the longest and expressed the deepest emotional connections" at "sites of historical and cultural significance" (p. 8)? Did "famous places off the beaten path" (a slightly problematic concept in any case) really hold "special attraction for official tourists" (p. 157; my emphasis), or simply for the educated literati, who may also have been officials? Fan Chengda may have been returning from an official post, but it was no imperial edict that compelled him to climb Emeishan 峨嵋山 in 1177. Zhang argues that the travel privileges received by officials "effectively distinguished the civil servants from the other travelers, further burnishing the prestige of bureaucratic service, " and that this logistical support was a crucial component of elite self-identification (p. 110). While there is no doubt some truth to this, the "prestige of bureaucratic service" must have been far less important at these culturally significant sites, from which, Zhang tells us, non-elite travelers were "completely missing" (p. 8).
The system largely established by the Song government that enabled officials to travel to the farthest ends of its realm, if not with ease, then at least with relative efficiency, stands out as one of its most significant achievements, and one that laid the foundations of Chinese bureaucratic life for centuries to come. Indeed, from the vantage point of the early Qing, the erudite commentator Gu Yanwu 顧炎武 (1613-1682) looked back to the decline, followed by the scaling down of the official courier system beginning in 1629, as the most significant factor in the collapse of the Ming empire. 4 What Transformative Journeys does well is to explain, in intricate detail, exactly how the Song state was able to make that system work. The minor criticisms I have voiced here should by no means detract from the significant contribution this book makes to our understanding of the period. It represents a very welcome addition to the study of travel literature, and to Song studies in general.
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